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James college of education is one of the
most outstanding and illustrious educational
institutions in K.K.dist. It has been acclaimed as a
centre of eminence by everyone in the district. True
to the aims of its founder it has been striving for the
well-bring of students hailing from the far flung
areas of K.K.Dist and families which are socially
and economically backward. It is endowed with all
the facilities needed for promoting the academic
standards and skill sets of students .
College History
The humble inception of James College of
Education
in 2005 by the James Memorial
Charitable trust was the result of the perspicacious
efforts of its founder Dr.James Premkumar B.Sc.,
M.B.B.S., M.Phil., the illustrious son of the

Philanthropic Medical Practitioner, Dr. D. James,
who left permanent footmarks of humanitarian
endeavors to the present generation. The college
bears the name of this altruistic person. Indeed, a
small beginning on that day stands materialized
today as a vast teaching and research centre with
four wings B.Ed., M.Ed., M.Phil (Education) and
IGNOU-B.Ed. program.
The
college
was
affiliated
to
Manonmanium Sundharanar University, Tirunelveli
from 2005-2008. Now the college is affiliated to the
Tamil Nadu Teachers Education University,
Chennai, the only state University of teacher
education in India. The college is recognized by the
National Council for Teacher Education, Bangalore.
The college offers course leading to the
degrees of Bachelor of Education, Master of
Education and Master of Philosophy in Education.
Further, this college is a recognized study center for
B.Ed program of Indira Gandhi National Open
University.
One of the most obvious things in the
academic life of our graduates is the unstinted
support by highly qualified and experienced group
of academic staff. Our strategy for teaching and
learning articulate the means by which we achieve.
Our goal is to produce graduates and post graduates
in education with laudable skills. All the students
who passed out from this institution stand proof of
this.
Our Vision
Preparing illustrious and ethical teachers
With sound leadership qualities, social vision
and a flair for consistent research,
so as to ensure integrated and rapid development of
the society
Our Mission
To facilitate the accessibility of inclusive and higher
education to poor, disabled and marginalized
people.
To provide hands-on training in educational
research, encompassing a wide range of areas of
social and educational relevance.
To train a technology-oriented and value based
teacher-community committed to uphold the
traditions.

To sensitize and encourage the teachers for
involving in eco-friendly activities to that the global
warming will be less and the greenness of the earth
will be more.
Infrastructure
 International standard indoor and outdoor
sports complex
 Internet facility available through out the
complex
 Well established library facility
 Smart classes
Courses offered:
The courses offered are
i)
B.Ed – Tamil, English, Mathematics,
Physical Science, Biological Science,
Computer science and History.
ii)
M.Ed – Education
iii)
M.Phill – Education
Candidates with Engineering
Degrees like ( B.E , M.E) can also
join our college for Bachelor’s
Degree in Education.
Medium of instruction
Medium of instruction is English. But as
the subjects are handled by teachers who are known
for their commitment and devotion, classroom
discussions are found to be highly illuminating lucid
and simple
Library :
There is a beautiful library with a very good
collection of books and wide range of
subjects.Students are given free access to the library
facilities available. They can have any page of any
book in the library Xeroxed. This goes a long way in
helping them to prepare their assignments, charts
and all kinds of course works.
Teaching Faculty:
Our teachers are an eveready source of never failing
inspiration to students. They are known for their
assiduitydexterity and efficiency in preparing the
students for their university examinations.Students
find their classes so interesting that the college is
never confronted with problems of drop-outs or
failures. Most of the teachers are known for their
excellent academic track record.
As six of the

faculty members hold doctorate degrees in their
respective subjects, students are motivated and
inspired to take to research soon after completing
their studies in our college. One of our students
C.Ahila was a university rank holder. She was
congratulated and honored by our distinguished
governor in the convocation held on the 5th of Feb
2020.

Co-curricular and Extracurricular Activities
The college takes a lot of efforts in
fostering the curricular andco-curricularactivities
needed by the students to widen the frontiers of their
growth. The international conference organized
every year, the seminars and symposia held with
scholars of immense repute from various
universities and the study tours,conducted in every
academic year have contributed abundantly to the
promotion of the intellectual personality of our
students.
Besides these, the college is taking
enormous efforts to promote the leadership qualities
of the students by conducting leadership training
programmes, To crown are these the college seeks
to nurture the growth of social awareness by freely
allowing them to participate in the multi faceted
activities of the Rotary club.

Study Centre:
The college is proud of its study centres. The
IGNOU study centre has been offering facilities for
candidates with a diploma in education and with
adequate teaching experience to join the B.Ed
Degree course offered by the IGNOU. This is a
wonderful privilege enjoyed by students to earn a
glittering
B.Ed Degree,
through the distant
education mode. The fees charged
by
IGNOUisaffordable and the course material offered
by them is highly standardized.
The N.S.S

The N.S.S on the campus is playing a significant
role in rendering the B.Ed Degree offered by our
college totally stress free. Apart from the class work
students getplenty of opportunities to mix with the
societies around and contribute their ideas for
finding solutions for their problems,they are
grappled with. The N.S.S programmes are selffinanced. The NSS volunteers find ample time and
opportunities to join the SWACH BHARATH
programme of our prime minister. Thus they involve
themselves in street cleaning and creatingawareness
among students and the general public about road
safetymeasures. Besides these N.S.S volunteers
periodically visit poor homes and the homes for the
aged and distribute among them food packets,
clothing and medicines
Horticulture Club:
K.K. dist is noted for its scenic beauty. The
horticulture club of the college trains its members
with the help of the locally available, horticulture
officers of the state government in maintaining the
campus garden and setting up kitchen gardens and
flower gardens. They are also given training in
setting up roof-gardens especially to produce

vegetables on roof-tops. These efforts have created
an interest among them to produce whatever kinds
of vegetables they need for their daily consumption
in their roof top gardens themselves.
Results :
As it has been alluded to earlier cases of failures or
dropouts are unheard of in the annals of James
college of education. The teachers adjust their
frequency to the wavelength of their respective
students. The classroom discussions and notes
supplied to match them are more than sufficient for
preparing the students for their respective university
examinations. As a result most of our students
emerge as rank holders. This goes a long way in
getting them, suitably placed soon after completing
their courses.
Poor Student Fund:
The management has created a highly laudable poor
student fund. The beneficiaries are selected from
students who are economically and socially
backward. This is basically a welfare programme
meant to facilitate numerous students who are
economically and socially backward in getting a
degree in education without much financial strain
and stress.
Connectivity- a magorlure :
The college is located at a place very close to the
main road. Buses to almost all the places in
K.K.Dist are operated through this route. So the
college is quiteaccessible for students coming from
evenfar off places. The climate in the campus is so
salubrious and alluring that the students tend to love
the college which strives to turn their dreams in to a
reality.
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